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Abstract

This document describes the LDAP extensions which allow LDAP client to connect to a DSA via an intermediate proxy / chain of proxies. (DSA is an X.500[1] term for directory server)

Specification Language

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119[3].

LDAP client is the software which provides access to LDAP directory via Lightweight Directory Access Protocol(LDAP) [2]. In this draft sometimes the word "client", is used for LDAP client.

DSA is the directory server which serves LDAP clients and allow them to access the directory information.
LDAP proxy server is the software which in itself is not the directory but can serve the LDAP client by connecting to DSA on behalf of client. In this draft sometimes the word "proxy" or "LDAP proxy" is used for LDAP proxy server.
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1. Introduction

Directory is at the heart of many powerful and distributed applications today. More and more information on Internet and Intranet is getting organized in directories. The protocol most widely used to access the directory information is LDAP[2]. As the number of LDAP client increases, the directory server (DSA) will be loaded more, hence the performance degradation. So there is a need to cache the directory information at the location other than the original directory server to improve the performance and provide disconnected operation. Also the organizations would like to monitor increasing LDAP traffic coming in to and/or going out of corporate Intranet for security and management reasons. So the LDAP client must be able to connect to DSA via intermediate software called proxy. This will ensure that all LDAP request and response exchanges between client and DSA happen via proxy, and thus allowing the proxy to monitor/control the LDAP traffic and/or cache the contents of LDAP requests and/or responses.
2. Problem Description

In LDAP, client opens an LDAP connection to DSA. Once the connection between LDAP client and DSA is established both of them uses that connection to exchange requests and responses. However, as discussed earlier it should be possible for LDAP client to be able to connect to DSA via one or more LDAP proxies. Version 3 of LDAP specification does not include specifications for the proxy connection.
3. Proposal Overview

The LDAP client instead of directly connecting to DSA, first connects to the LDAP proxy server and sends the ProxyConnectRequest, an extended LDAP request, the ASN.1 definition of which, is specified in this draft. The ProxyConnectRequest in addition to other parameters contains the URL of the DSA, using which the proxy tries to connect to it. The result of this operation is passed back to the client as ProxyConnectResponse. Once the connection between ‘client and proxy’ and ‘proxy and DSA’ is established, all the requests from client to DSA go via proxy and in the same manner all the responses from DSA to client go via proxy. Following Figure 1 shows the normal communication sequence between client and DSA.

```
+-------------+                     +-------------+
| LDAP Client |<------------------->|     DSA     |
+-------------+   LDAP Connection   +-------------+

Figure 1
Communication between LDAP Client and DSA
without LDAP Proxy Server
```
Following Figure 2 shows the communication between LDAP client and DSA via LDAP Proxy.

```
+-------------+      +------------+      +-------------+
| LDAP Client |<---->| LDAP Proxy |<---->|      DSA    |
+-------------+      +------------+      +-------------+
```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Client</th>
<th>LDAP Proxy</th>
<th>DSA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LDAP Open Connection -------&gt; Opens LDAP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;----- Connection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProxyConnect Request having URL of DSA -------&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDAP Open Connection -------&gt; Opens LDAP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;----- Connection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProxyConnect</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;------- Response</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDAP Message (Request) -------&gt; LDAP Message (Requests) -------&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDAP Message (Response)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;------ (Response)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;------ (Response)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>. . . -------&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>. . . -------&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```
This proposal defines an extended request, called "ProxyConnectRequest" and an extended response, called "ProxyConnectResponse" using which the LDAP client will be able to connect to DSA via LDAP proxy or chain of LDAP proxies.

3.1 Usage

There are two ways in which this proposal can be used. One requires changes in the existing client and the other one in the LDAP application.

3.1.1 Client Configuration

The LDAP client can be configured to make connection to LDAP proxy upon receiving LDAP open connection request (usually in the form of an API) from an application. It must then send ProxyConnectRequest having the URL of the DSA specified by the application in the LDAP open connection request, to the LDAP proxy. Depending upon the contents of the ProxyConnectResponse from proxy, client can decide the reply of LDAP open connection request to the application.

The client must have a way of specifying the proxy configuration parameters. The parameters are explained in ASN.1 definition of ProxyConnectRequest and ProxyConnectResponse.

The advantage of this configuration/usage is that the redirection of LDAP requests and responses is transparent to application. Applications need not know about proxy. However the disadvantage is...
that the existing clients need to be modified.

3.1.2 Application Configuration

To make use of proxy, application must ask the client to open an LDAP connection with proxy instead of DSA. The application then should send ProxyConnectRequest having URL of the DSA along with other parameters to proxy, before sending any other request. Depending upon the contents of ProxyConnectResponse application can decide to continue or close the connection with proxy. Depending upon the implementation of proxy, if the application, after opening the connection with proxy, sends any other request before sending ProxyConnectRequest and before getting valid response from proxy, the proxy may reply with an error, or may close the connection, or may serve the request from the cached entries of directory, if it has any.

The advantage of this configuration/usage is that the client need not change in order to make use of proxy. However the disadvantage is that the application must change and must know the details of proxy.
4. ASN.1 Definition of Extensions

This sections describes the ASN.1 definition of ProxyConnectRequest and ProxyConnectResponse. This release is the first attempt to capture all the required parameters of the extended request and response for proxy support. Comments on the design and utility of these definitions are specifically invited from all reviewers.

4.1 ProxyConnectRequest

The ASN.1 definition of ExtendedRequest as per LDAP(V3) specification[2] is as follows.

```
ExtendedRequest ::=  [APPLICATION 23] SEQUENCE {
  requestName  [0] LDAPOID,
  requestValue [1] OCTET STRING OPTIONAL
}
```

requestName(LDAPOID) of ProxyConnectRequest is TBD. The definition of requestValue is as follows.

```
requestValue ::=  SEQUENCE {
  dsaAddress              LDAPURL,
  requiredProxyRoute      SEQUENCE of LDAPURL,
  currentProxyRoute       SEQUENCE of LDAPURL,
  allowDynamicRouting     BOOLEAN DEFAULT FALSE
}
```

where,

```
LDAPURL ::= LDAPString -- limited to characters permitted in URLs
```

Parameters of ProxyConnectRequest’s requestValue are:

- dsaAddress: specifies the URL of the DSA(directory server) to which client wants to connect via the list of proxies specified in the requiredProxyRoute.

- requiredProxyRoute: specifies the URLs of the proxies via which to connect to DSA in the correct order. (This is usually known as chaining of proxies. Here, the client connects to one proxy which in turn connects to another proxy and so on, thus forming the chain of proxies. The chain ends with the connection to DSA.)

If the allowDynamicRouting flag is FALSE, this parameter must contain URL of the proxy receiving this request as the first entry in the sequence. However if the allowDynamicRouting flag is
- currentProxyRoute: contains the information about the current route from client to the proxy receiving this request. Each proxy after serving ProxyConnectRequest and before forwarding it to next proxy in the chain, adds its own URL to this parameter. This helps in determining the loopback in the proxy chain. This parameter must be set only by LDAP proxies and not by LDAP client or application.

- allowDynamicRouting: specifies whether the proxy can dynamically determine the next proxy in the chain during initial connection setup with DSA, for which this proposal is to be used. If the value of this parameter is TRUE, actual route between DSA and LDAP client obtained after ProxyConnectRequest and ProxyConnectResponse exchanges can be different than the one specified in the requiredProxyRoute parameter.

LDAP client/application specifies the list of proxies via which to connect to DSA in requiredProxyRoute parameter. This require client/application to know all the proxies in the chain. However this is not usually the case because ..

1. client/application may know only the immediate proxy.

2. proxy chain or route to different DSAs will most likely to be different.

In such cases allowDynamicRouting flag should be set to TRUE. This gives flexibility to proxies in determining the next proxy in the chain.

4.1.1 Processing ProxyConnectRequest

Each LDAP proxy server upon receiving ProxyConnectRequest must ..

1. verify that servicing of the received ProxyConnectRequest is not going to form loopback in the proxy chain. This can be done by checking the presence of its URL in currentProxyRoute. If there is a possibility of loopback the proxy must terminate the connection from which the ProxyConnectRequest is received; either, without sending the error message or after sending the error message via ProxyConnectResponse.

2. remove its URL from requiredProxyRoute list, if present. Add its URL to the currentProxyRoute list.

3. determine the next proxy in the chain.
If allowDynamicRouting flag is FALSE, and requiredProxyRoute list is not empty, the next proxy in the chain is the first entry in the list.
If allowDynamicRouting flag is FALSE, and requiredProxyRoute list is empty the proxy chain ends.
If allowDynamicRouting flag is TRUE, the proxy can determine the next proxy in the chain from its configuration parameters or by some other mechanism. OR proxy may decide to end the proxy chain.

4. try to connect to the next proxy if identified, and send the ProxyConnectRequest to it, if connected and wait for ProxyConnectResponse from it. From the status of the connection and/or contents of the ProxyConnectResponse from the next proxy, create ProxyConnectResponse and send it to the previous proxy/LDAP client connected to it. OR connect to DSA if next proxy is not identified. From the status of the connection create ProxyConnectResponse and send it to the previous proxy/LDAP client connected to it.

4.2 ProxyConnectResponse

LDAP proxy must reply to ProxyConnectRequest received from LDAP client or previous proxy by sending ProxyConnectResponse. The response must include the result of opening the LDAP connection with next proxy or DSA. It must also contain the necessary information about the proxy server. Components of ProxyConnectResponse obtained from the later proxies in the chain are also passed on to the previous proxies to make sure that client receives information about all the proxies and connections via which it is connected or attempted to connect to DSA.

The ASN.1 definition of ExtendedResponse as per LDAP(V3) specification[2] is as follows.

ExtendedResponse ::=  [APPLICATION 24] SEQUENCE {
  COMPONENTS OF LDAPResult,
  responseName [10] LDAPOID OPTIONAL,
}

responseName(LDAPOID) of ProxyConnectResponse is TBD. The definition of response is as follows.
response ::= SEQUENCE {
    proxyServerInfo   ProxyServerInformation,
    connection        ProxyConnection,
    previousResponses PreviousProxyConnectResponses
}

where,
- proxyServerInfo: gives various information about proxy server like its URL, brand information, cache parameters - if available etc. Following is the ASN.1 definition of ProxyServerInformation.

ProxyServerInformation ::= SEQUENCE {
    proxyAddress      LDAPURL,
    cacheAvailability BOOLEAN,
    brandInfo         BrandInformation,
    cacheAttrs        CacheAttributes OPTIONAL
}

where,
- proxyAddress: is the URL of the proxy server.
- cacheAvailability specifies whether the proxy can cache contents of LDAP requests and responses or not.
- brandInfo: identifies the name of the proxy server software, its version, name of the company owning it and contact information such as email, phone number, URL etc.

BrandInformation ::= SEQUENCE {
    name         LDAPString,
    version      LDAPString,
    organization LDAPString,
    contactInfo  LDAPString
}

- cacheAttrs: this parameter must be present if cacheAvailability flag is TRUE. It must be ignored if cacheAvailability flag is FALSE. This parameter specifies various cache parameters. The ASN.1 definition of CacheAttributes is as follows.
CacheAttributes ::= SEQUENCE {
  identification OCTET STRING,
    /* Cache Identification */
  type ENUMERATED {
    readOnly (0), /* Cache is readOnly */
    readWrite (1) /* Cache is both read and write */
  },
  storage ENUMERATED {
    transient (0), /* Cached objects are transient */
    persistent (1) /* Cached objects are persistent */
  },
  encryptedStore BOOLEAN DEFAULT FALSE,
    /* Cached object storage is encrypted. */
  authorizationSupport BOOLEAN DEFAULT FALSE
    /* cache supports authorization and access control */
}

- connection: describes the status of the LDAP connection from the proxy whose information is specified in proxyServerInfo to either next proxy in the chain or DSA. Following is the ASN.1 definition of ProxyConnection.

ProxyConnection ::= SEQUENCE {
  dsaAddress LDAPURL,
  connectionState ENUMERATED {
    notConnected (0), /* Could not connect to the * ldapServer. */
    connected (1), /* Connected to ldapServer. */
    lazyConnect (2), /* will connect on * receiving any further * request. */
  }
}

- previousResponses: Each proxy in the chain sends ProxyConnectRequest to next proxy in the chain. Necessary components of the ProxyConnectResponse from the next proxy must be included in the ProxyConnectResponse to the previous proxy/client connected to it. Thus this parameter contains components of ProxyConnectResponse from each proxy ahead of this proxy in the chain. Following is the ASN.1 definition of PreviousProxyConnectResponses.
PreviousProxyConnectResponses ::=  
  SEQUENCE OF PreviousProxyConnectResponse

PreviousProxyConnectResponse
  {
    COMPONENTS OF LDAPResult COMPONENT OF ProxyConnectResponse,  
    proxyServerInfo COMPONENT OF ProxyConnectResponse,  
    connection COMPONENT OF ProxyConnectResponse
  }

ProxyConnectResponse generated by last proxy in the chain which is connected to DSA will have no entries in PreviousProxyConnectResponses parameter. Every other proxy in the chain upon receiving ProxyConnectResponse from the proxy ahead in the chain, must copy the entries of PreviousProxyConnectResponses from it to the same parameter of ProxyConnectResponse it is creating. Also it must add the ProxyConnectResponse entry containing the required components of ProxyConnectResponse received from proxy ahead in the chain to the PreviousProxyConnectResponses parameter of the ProxyConnectResponse it is creating.
5. Security Consideration

When LDAP client is connected to DSA via one or more proxies, each request (including BindRequest) and response goes via the proxies. Thus the proxy has access to all the information within requests and responses. The client must trust the proxy that it will not misuse the information knowingly or otherwise. The client should verify the ProxyConnectResponse and should terminate the connection in case it does not trust any proxy in the chain. Also if client intends to access sensitive information from the DSA and if there are proxies in the chain which caches the information but does not provide authorization and access control to the cached entries, it should terminate the connection.

However the proxy can provide false information to the client in ProxyConnectResponse, so the ultimate security is the trust relationship.
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